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1 Introduction
Starting in the late 1990s policymakers, non-governmental organizations, and researchers
discovered that microinsurance serves as a tool to spur economic development in low-income
countries. The long-lasting dominance of microcredits as unique device in the field of financial
inclusion, which seeks to resolve poverty in the world, began to totter after researchers pointed
to mixed results concerning their use. As consequence there has been a shift away from
microcredits to a broader set of microfinance services, including savings and microinsurance.
The focus of this bachelor thesis is on index-based insurance, which is a product primarily
used in rural areas.
The basic idea of index-based insurance is to reduce the high vulnerability of rural households
to extreme weather events by transferring the risk to a third party. Index-based insurances
address unmanaged weather risk in agricultural production in order to smooth the income of
farming households and to help them escape persistent poverty. In economies that are
strongly dependent on agricultural success, weather is an especially significant factor for
economic well-being (Skees, 2008). In the face of climate change this task becomes even
more important. In the future it is very likely that extreme weather events will not only occur
more often, but will also tend to be more severe (Stocker et al., 2013). This is an especially
crucial issue for rural households in developing countries since their income and nutrition
depends strongly on exogenous weather conditions (Barnett and Mahul, 2007; Giné et al.,
2012).
The inability to properly manage weather risk contributes directly and indirectly to chronic
poverty and slow growth in rural areas (Skees, 2008). Due to bad weather conditions,
households might experience a loss of income through destroyed crops or perished livestock
and may be forced to sell assets in order to maintain consumption. Since households are
aware of the risk they face, they adapt by choosing low-risk, low-return strategies. Often,
households are not willing to use their limited resources to invest in new technologies while
they are exposed to great weather risk. While this strategy obviously reduces the financial risk,
it does so at the expense of the opportunity to generate greater yields and, thus, more income
and the possibility to grow the household out of poverty.
Barnett et al (2007) point out that there is a largely overlooked relationship between the
poverty trap and uninsured weather risk that explains persistent poverty in many rural areas
and highlights the importance of index-based insurance. The authors argue that households
might be pushed below the standard poverty line by exogenous shocks. In this low-level
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equilibrium they may be caught in a downward spiral, which is characterized by a dynamic of
decreasing assets from which it is hard to recover.
As pointed out by several authors (Skees, 2008; Barnett et al, 2007; World Bank, 2011),
another important limitation to growth in rural areas is the restricted access to financial
services, especially to credit markets. Due to the high volatility of farmers’ income, many
financial institutions restrict lending to rural households. The ability to pay back a loan depends
on the yields of the farmer, which in turn is strongly influenced by the weather. Indirectly,
therefore, the lender’s investment depends on weather outcomes as well. This is amplified by
the covariance of risk, meaning that not only one debtor is affected by bad weather, but usually
the whole region suffers. Consequently, the lender faces correlated loan default which may
force the lender into financial difficulty.
In the absence of formal insurance and limited access to financial services, households have
developed their own ways to insure against risks. They employ a wide range of mechanisms to
manage their risk, both ex ante and ex post. Many of these strategies rely on informal risksharing arrangements with neighbors, friends and family. In case of a sudden death or illness
these arrangements are very helpful, with the affected household receiving help from its social
network through lending or remittances. There are several other risk coping strategies applied
by households, like risk mitigation by choosing the afore-mentioned low risk, low return,strategies or diversification of income through maintaining jobs outside of the agricultural
sector. However, these methods often turn out to be either costly or inefficient (Miranda and
Farrin, 2012). One important reason for this is the comprehensive effect of negative weather
shocks in one area. Bad weather affects not just one specific household, but rather the entire
community; consequently informal risk-sharing arrangements with neighbors, friends and
family often do not work. In addition to the collapse of informal risk-sharing arrangements, the
oft used strategy of selling assets become problematic due to aggregate risk. Termed “fire
sale” (Giné et al., 2012), prices decrease as households simultaneously sell assets, due to an
oversupply, causing assets values to decrease at the very moment the inherent value is most
needed. For instance, Verpoorten (2009) finds that Rwandan households used cattle sales
during the civil war to cope with negative income shocks. In 1994, a year of extreme violence,
the number of cattle sales almost doubled while the cattle prices sharply dropped.
The success of these informal methods depends on a variety of factors and the implied risk
premia can be very high, resulting in high opportunity costs (Barnett et al., 2008). In the
literature, several examples of especially poor households that are unable to fully insure
themselves against weather shocks are found (Morduch, 1995; Townsend, 1994). In a
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nutshell, poor farmers in the rural areas of developing countries are too poor to be efficient due
to their high risk exposure (Binswanger-Mkhize, 2012).
Considering the high vulnerability and exposure of households along with the insight that
traditional agricultural insurance is not well suited to developing countries, starting in the late
1990s index-based insurance was introduced mainly by NGOs and other international
organizations in a large number of pilot projects in several countries around the world.
Traditional insurance schemes, where the policyholder pays a premium and receives an
indemnity based on his losses, is not transferable to developing countries for several reasons.
For instance, the well-known fundamental insurance problems related to asymmetric
information like moral hazard and adverse selection are even more problematic in the context
of developing countries due to the high costs associated with their surveillance. Furthermore,
the individual evaluation of the damage experienced by each policyholder is very expensive
and time intensive, which leads to high administrative costs. This is not cost effective
considering the small amount of coverage purchased by individual households.
In contrast to traditional agricultural insurance, the payouts of index-based insurances are not
based on the real loss occurred by a policyholder but rather on an index. This index is used as
proxy for the losses of the household and therefore has to be highly correlated with the yields
of the purchaser. A typical example for an index is rainfall, but there are many other objective
measures used like wind speed, temperature or river level (see Barnett et al., 2007 for more
examples). There are several requirements for the index to be suitable, the most important
being the correlation between the index and the yield of the farmers. Furthermore, it is crucial
that the index is measured objectively and accurately, with no possibility of manipulating the
index, neither for the insurance company nor the policyholder.
After a suitable index is chosen, the functionality is very simple. The insurance provider
defines a threshold and a limit. As soon as the value of the index oversteps the threshold the
policyholder receives a payout. This indemnity increases with every unit from the threshold
through the limit, at which point the maximum is paid out. The payout rate is the same for
every policyholder. Hence, differences in the payout result from different amounts of coverage
purchased.
There are many advantages to index-based insurances, especially due to the straightforward
design of the contract. The product is easier to understand than traditional insurance, which
makes it appropriate for developing countries, where education levels tend to be lower.
Furthermore, indemnities are not based on actual loss, which eliminates the need to estimate
the realized loss of individual policyholders, thus reducing the administrative costs; it also
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avoids the problem of asymmetric information (World Bank, 2011). With index-based
insurance, there is neither moral hazard nor adverse selection. The policyholder has no
possibility to make the indemnity more likely or receive a higher payout, nor is there reason to
assume that the policyholder has more information on the underlying index than the insurer
(Barnett and Mahul, 2007). As the insurance contract and the way it works is transparent, not
only are there fewer conflicts between the involved parties, but marketing is also simplified.
The largest limitation to index-based insurances is the so-called basis risk, which is defined as
the difference between the indemnity payment and the actual loss. Inherently, there is an
imperfect correlation between the index and the yield realized by the policyholder. Basis risk
indicates the possibility that a policyholder experiences a significant loss without receiving a
payout from the insurance, because the index is not properly linked to his yield. The insurer
faces a tradeoff between basis risk and administrative costs. The smaller the geographical
area, the more likely high correlation between the index and the actual yields and hence the
smaller is the basis risk. The downside is that the smaller the geographical area, the fewer
potential customers. It might, therefore, not be profitable to provide the insurance from the
perspective of the insurance company. Another limitation is the availability of reliable data for
initially setting up the index and for receiving data during the year to determine the payout.
Furthermore, while the operating costs might be low, the start-up costs are high since a lot of
expertise is needed to establish a well functioning index.
There are many expectations and hopes accompanying the progressive introduction of indexbased insurances all over the world. The main goal is to improve the living conditions of rural
households and help them escape from persistent poverty. On the micro-level, households are
expected to increase agricultural investment and adopt new technologies by finally having the
opportunity to adequately manage the weather risk that they are exposed to. Further, the
demand and supply of credit in rural areas is expected to increase thus facilitating the decision
to invest. By expanding production, the supply of food and national food security is expected to
increase, triggering positive implications not only for rural households, but the whole economy.
Moreover, on the macro-level, the use of index-based insurance could reduce the need for
governmental disaster relief after extreme weather events, leaving greater funds for the
government to invest in other activities (Binswanger-Mkhize, 2012).
The list of possible advantages and expectations is long and the effect of index-based
insurances on rural development is potentially promising. However, evaluations of pilot
projects have produced disappointing findings (Miranda and Farrin, 2012). As presented in
section 2 in more detail, research shows that the take-up rate of the insurance is very low. The
8

results of the studies can be summarized as; (i) very few farmers purchased the insurance; (ii)
if they purchased insurance, most farmers purchased the smallest coverage available; and (iii)
the poorest farmers, which are expected to benefit the most, usually do not buy the insurance
(Binswanger-Mkhize, 2012).
This bachelor thesis addresses the gap between expectation and reality by using unique data
from Mongolia to examine the take-up rate and its determinants for livestock based insurance.
The aim is to add more insight into the barriers to insurance up-take and identifies the
constraints faced by households. Despite the disappointingly low take-up rates, there is still a
large potential for index-based insurance in rural areas.
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review with
a focus on papers that examine take-up rates. In Section 3, the specific weather conditions of
Mongolia are presented. Section 4 describes the index-based livestock insurance in Mongolia
in detail before Section 5 provides an explanation of the data used. Section 6 explains the
empirical approach. In Section 7 the results are presented. The thesis concludes with Section
8, which reviews the study and suggests possible pathways for further research.

2 Literature Review
In recent years the body of literature regarding index-based insurance has steadily grown.
There is a vast array of literature concerning the features and advantages of index-based
insurance (e.g., Skees, 2008; Barnett et al., 2007; World Bank, 2011). Several articles discuss
the demand for index-based insurance and its determinants using theoretical models (e.g.
Clarke, 2011; Binswanger-Mkhize, 2012). Surprisingly, there are very few empirical studies
that examine the puzzle of low take-up rates and try to find explanations for this case.
The first major index-based insurance program was piloted in India in 1999 by BASIX, a local
microfinance institution in cooperation with the World Bank, ICICI Lombard and the reinsurer
Swiss Re (Miranda and Farrin, 2012). The insurance itself was designed by ICICI Lombard
with technical assistance from the World Bank. The first contracts were sold in 2003 in a
region in Andhra Pradesh, after which the project expanded and today covers 11 states (Giné
et al., 2012). So far, there have been three studies evaluating the effects of this project. The
first is by Giné et al. (2008), in which they use cross-sectional data to estimate the
determinants of household insurance take-up and identify impediments to participation. The
second was published by Cole et al. (2009), for which a series of randomized field
experiments was undertaken to test the importance of several price and non-price factors for
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the purchase decision. Furthermore, different marketing strategies and their influence were
analyzed. The latest publication is a case study about the whole project by Giné, Menand,
Townsend and Vickery (2012). The paper offers a comprehensive overview of the whole
project and summarizes the main findings of the other two publications. Overall, the take-up
rate was disappointing with around 11 percent average uptake in the villages. Furthermore
Giné (2009) found that most of the households in India purchased coverage only for small
parts of their production.
Giné et al. (2008) estimate the cross-sectional determinants of household insurance take-up
and examine which factors prevent households from participating. The data was collected in a
household survey after the 2004 monsoon to study the households’ experience with an indexbased rainfall insurance. Initially 37 villages were chosen, but only households from 25 villages
were used in the study. The sample was restricted to villages in which at least five households
purchased the insurance in 2004. Included in the data were all households that bought
insurance (267) and randomly selected households, which attended an insurance marketing
meeting but did not purchase the insurance (233). Additionally, 252 households were added
which did not attend a marketing meeting (252). Overall, the sampling consists of 752
households.
The authors estimate a probit regression model of insurance participation. The dependent
variable is a dummy variable which is equal to 1 if the household purchase insurance and
otherwise 0. Two variables are included in the regression to measure wealth, namely
landholding and the sum of the households’ liquid assets. They are jointly significant and lead
to the conclusion that low wealth is correlated with low take-up. Giné et al. (2008) hypothesize
that the households rely on recommendations from others since the qualitative responses and
the results of financial literacy tests indicate a limited understanding of the insurance.
Therefore, they use the membership in a borewell user association, to which BASIX offered
group lending in the past, as a dummy variable for the familiarity with BASIX. They find that
being member in such a group increases the probability of purchasing insurance significantly.
Additionally, even though the understanding is limited, the authors do not find significant
influence of education on the purchase decision.
An important result of Giné et al. (2008) is the correlation between risk attitude and the
decision to insure. They use a simple model without asymmetric information as a benchmark
model for insurance participation. The model assumes that the households’ willingness to pay
increases with the expected payout, the size of the insured risk and with risk aversion. In
contrast the willingness to purchase decreases with basis risk. Counter to the prediction in the
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benchmark model, they find that risk-averse households are less likely to purchase insurance.
A possible explanation the authors offer for this finding is that the households might be
uncertain about the insurance policy itself and therefore about the potential risk associated.
Actually the insurance can be thought of as a new technology for households about which they
are skeptical and careful. Therefore, they might not want to experiment with the new product.
Cole et al. (2009) examine different barriers to rainfall insurance demand and what frictions
limit the adoption of index-based insurance. They use a sample consisting of around 2500
households. The authors use the same households from Andhra Pradesh as Giné et al.
(2008), this time the omitted 12 villages were included and the authors add some 1500
households located in Gujarat. From each village 15 households are selected. Five randomly
from the SEWA member list, a large NGO that serves women, five randomly from the
remaining SEWA members, but this time only households with positive saving accounts, and
five based on suggestions from a local SEWA employee. The baseline survey was collected in
2006 and the field experiments were performed in 50 randomly selected villages in 2007.
In Andhra Pradesh, 700 of the sample of 1047 households were randomly selected and
received different treatments. Each selected household was visited by a trained insurance
educator. The content of these visits was randomized. Some of the visits were endorsed by a
well-known local employee of an NGO. Furthermore, the households were offered a random
amount of cash as compensation. Finally, some households received an additional education
module about the insurance.
Due to the fact that treatments were randomly assigned, the authors estimate a linear
probability model of the likelihood to purchase insurance as a function of the treatment
variables. They find that high cash rewards as compensation for taking part in their study have
a large positive effect on insurance take-up. The effect is magnified for poor households.
Combined with the fact that non-purchasers cited “lack of funds” most frequently it leads to the
presumption that liquidity constraints matter. Furthermore, the endorsement by the local agent
increases purchase probability significantly when the household is familiar with BASIX, a very
well-known local NGO. This is in line with the results from Giné et al. (2008), who also point
out that the probability to purchase is higher if the household trusts the provider or seller of the
insurance.
Even though Cole et al. (2009) find that a majority of households are unable to answer
mathematical and financial questions and some people cite “not understanding the product” as
reason not to buy, the short education module offered to a subset of farmers does not raise
insurance take-up. Combined with the mentioned result about the effects of endorsement for
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the sales agent by BASIX, it seems that if households have low understanding of the product
their decision is influenced by trust in the insurance company. Combined with the findings from
Giné et al. (2008) it seems, therefore, that the insurance take-up at this early stage is not
driven by education or knowledge about the insurance.
Clarke and Kalani (2011) use a different approach to solve the “puzzle” of low demand for
index-based insurance in the past. They perform an experiment in Ethiopia to examine the
demand for formal insurance arrangements. Their sample consists of 368 subjects of the
Ethiopian Rural Household Survey (ERHS). The ERHS was collected over seven rounds from
1994 to 2009 and contains various socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of the
households. Each subject made three insurance decisions where they had to choose the
amount of coverage for individual indemnity insurance, individual index insurance and the
same decisions for group insurance. Each participant received 65 Birr of game money with the
possibility to lose 50 Birr. The build-up was explained for around 40 minutes to make sure
every subject understood the game.
The authors use an Ordinary Least Square (OLS) model and an Ordered Probit Model to
estimate the influence of several variables on the decision problem choice. Their findings add
insight on the possible influence of education on insurance up-take. They find some evidence
that more literate subjects choose more index insurance coverage. However, the schooling
variable and the coefficient measuring financial literacy are statistically insignificant. This leads
to the hypotheses that rather than exact years of schooling basic literacy is important in
explaining insurance take up. Furthermore, they find the influence of wealth to be an inverted
U-shaped trend. Hence, insurance first increases with wealth but then decreases with highest
take-up found at intermediate levels of wealth.
Gaurav et al. (2010) offer more insight on the influence of education modules on insurance
take-up. They conducted a marketing experiment in Gujarat to test if education and marketing
increase the take-up of index-based insurance. The sampling consists of 600 households
which were drawn from 15 rain-fed villages. They selected 40 household in each village, with
the restriction that the household owns land and grows either cotton or groundnut. The survey
is conducted after the experimental interventions in 2009. The experimental design is the
following: half of the sample was invited to the financial education program and from the whole
sample 282 received marketing visits. They estimate a linear probability model and find that an
extensive education module increases demand for index insurance among the receiving
households.
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Based on these prior findings, this thesis tests three hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: Insurance take-up is higher when households are better-off and less
credit constrained. Furthermore, a reverse U-shaped relationship between wealth and
take-up is assumed.
The presented papers agree on the result that wealth matters. They use different methods and
measurements for wealth but all find that poor households are less likely to purchase indexbased insurance. This reflects a major problem for insurance projects in developing countries,
since the insurance is introduced to help especially poor households, which are dependent on
yields from agriculture. The presented analysis employs different measurements for wealth,
including variables for the herd size and for the assets of the households. Furthermore, the
result, that the highest insurance take-up is at intermediate level of wealth, found by Clarke
and Kalani (2011) is tested. This result is in line with Binswanger-Khize’s (2012) theory, which
assumes that better-off farmers are sufficiently insured through informal channels and,
therefore, do not demand index-based insurance.
Hypothesis 2: Having at least basic education increases the insurance take-up.
However, the absolute level of education is not important.
Around 30 percent of the households stated they “do not understand how it works” as reason
not to buy index-based insurance. This result is shared by Cole et al. (2009) and Giné et al.
(2008). In India many households have trouble understanding the concept of insurance as
well. Compared to credits, insurance is more complex, hence, limited understanding might
present a barrier to insurance take-up. However, this thesis assumes that not the absolute
level of education is important, but basic education is enough. This hypothesis is supported by
the findings of Clarke and Kalani (2011), who find that basic literacy has a significant influence
on the insurance take-up. Additionally, Gaurav et al (2010) find that an extensive education
module, which they offered during a randomized field experiment to some households,
increases demand for index insurance among the receiving households.
Hypothesis 3: The decision to insure is influenced by the expectations of the upcoming
winter instead of negative experience in the past.
During the winter 2009/10 the households in Mongolia experienced one of the worst winters in
the past ten years. By April 2010 a total of 7.8 million head of livestock perished (UN, 2010).
However, the decision to insure should depend on expectations of the upcoming winter and
not on negative events in the past. Nevertheless, theoretically, the households should try to
maximize their expected payout. Consequently, if they do not expect a dzud (extreme winter,
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explained in Section 3) they should not purchase insurance against it. However, this
hypothesis is influenced by the risk attitude of the households. Risk averse households are
more likely to purchase insurance even if they attach the same probability of a dzud occurring
as a risk loving household. However, there is no risk attitude measurement included in the
data. Therefore, this hypothesis can only offer a small piece of evidence. Though, it should be
possible to get an idea of the different influences on the purchase decision.

3 Mongolia
The Mongolian economy, especially outside the capital Ulan Bator, is based on animal
husbandry. The agricultural sector contributed around 20 percent to the GDP in 2011, of which
the livestock industry made up around 80 percent (Project Implementation Unit, 2012).
Furthermore, roughly 40 percent of total labor force is directly dependent on the livestock
industry. The industry is mostly operated by semi-nomadic herders, meaning that they, and
their entire household, move several times each year. However, the herders do not move
randomly: there are relatively well-defined boundaries for grazing (World Bank, 2009).
According to Goodland and Luxbacher (2010), the herding households can be classified into
four groups. The smallest group accounts for 6 percent of the herders and is relatively wealthy,
with herders having over 500 animals. Approximately 25 percent of the herders own between
200 and 500 animals. The third group, approximately 30 percent of the herding households,
owns between 100 and 200 animals. However, the last group owns fewer than 100 animals,
making up 39 percent of all herders. An analysis performed by the World Bank confirms these
estimates. It assumes that around 30 percent of the herders are either wealthy or at least
average. The remaining 70 percent are characterized as low income herders and are therefore
highly vulnerable to shocks. Additionally, the World Bank assumes that 49.7 percent of the
rural population lives below the poverty line (SDC, 2010).
The livestock industry is significantly influenced by natural disasters. The most common and
harmful is the so-called dzud. A dzud is an extremely dry summer followed by an extremely
severe winter, during which animals are unable to receive sufficient fodder, and leading to a
high mortality rate among livestock (Goodland and Luxbacher, 2010). However, it is not just
the livestock that suffers, the rural population also suffers hardships. There are several dzud
types that include heavy snow fall or extremely cold temperatures. What differentiates a dzud
from a harsh winter is that dzuds are preceded by dry summers. Hence, the animals are
already malnourished and in bad condition prior to the start of the winter. Swift and Baas
(2003) estimate an average of one dzud every ten years on average for any given location
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within Mongolia. However, some regions are more exposed, experiencing a dzud every five to
seven years. Due to the complexity of dzuds, they are very hard to predict and, hence, herders
often fail to take precautions.
Mongolia experienced a dzud in the 2009/10 winter: a very dry summer was followed by a
winter with heavy snowfall and extreme cold temperatures. The situation was exacerbated by
the fact that households did not adequately prepare for the winter by, for example, producing
hay (IFRC, 2010). Consequently, by March 2010 approximately 4.5 million animals had
perished; 10 percent of Mongolia’s entire livestock population (IFRC, 2010). One month later,
at the end of April, more than 3.3 million additional animals perished – for a total of more than
7.8 million head of livestock overall with devastating consequences for the affected areas (UN,
2010).
The 2009/10 dzud was one in a series of dzuds: from 1999 to 2002 11.2 million animals died.
The Mongolian government had traditionally responded to dzuds by disaster relief and
international help. However, in face of this disaster, the Mongolian government requested
assistance from the World Bank to develop new policies to cope with dzuds (Project
Implementation Unit, 2012).

4 Index-based Livestock Insurance in Mongolia
The harsh dzuds from 1999 to 2002, during which about 11.2 million animals died, caused the
Mongolian government to rethink their policies concerning mechanisms to cope with dzuds
(Project Implementation Unit, 2012). An indemnity-based livestock insurance turned out to be
ineffective due to several reasons, such as high administration costs and moral hazard (Belete
et al, 2009).Therefore, the government requested assistance from the World Bank to reduce
herders’ livelihood vulnerability due to permanent high death rates of livestock.
The World Bank proposed introducing an index-based insurance instead of the traditional
individual insurance (Skees and Enkh-Amgalan, 2002). At first, they considered using a
weather-based insurance since Mongolia has historical weather records and dzuds are the
result of extreme weather events. However, it turned out that the weather stations were too far
apart from each other, thus there would be a large potential for basis risk (Skees and EnkhAmgalan, 2002). Furthermore, winter dzuds are rather complex events in which several winter
conditions reinforce each other. Therefore, it is hardly possible to use one certain weather
criterion as an index, which makes the measurement complicated. Additionally, tests show that
the correlation between weather parameters and livestock mortality is very low (Mahul and
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Skees, 2007). As a consequence, Skees and Enkh-Amgalan (2002) proposed to shift the
focus away from weather based insurance to design index insurance based on the mortality
rate of adult animals in a soum (district). The key advantage is the fact that there is a 33 yearlong time series on adult animal mortality available for all soums and the five major species
(sheep, cattle, goats, horses and camels). Since the annual livestock census is performed in
Mid-December and in late June these dates determine the insurance coverage period.
In 2005, the Mongolian government signed a credit agreement with the World Bank to
implement the index-based livestock insurance program (LRIP). The pilot project started in
2006 and was scheduled for three years in three aimags (provinces), namely Bayankhongor,
Khentii and Uvs. The LRIP consisted of two different insurance products: the Base Insurance
Product (BIP) and the Disasters Response Product (DRP). DRP was a social safety net for
herders, offered and financed by the Mongolian government. During the pilot phase herders
who bought the BIP were automatically enrolled in DRP whereas herders without BIP could
pay a small premium to enroll in the disaster insurance. The insurance paid out when livestock
mortality rates in a soum exceeded the threshold of 30 percent. After the pilot project was
finished in 2009, DRP was phased out. However, BIP was continued after the pilot period,
since the results were satisfying. However, it was renamed Livestock Risk Insurance (LRI).
Over the years the geographic coverage of LRI was constantly increased and by 2012 the
insurance was available in all aimags and Ulaanbaatar city (Project Implementation Unit,
2012).

4.1

Functioning of LRI

The functioning of LRI reflects the large variation in soum-level dzud intensity and resulting
livestock mortality. For instance, during the devastating winters between 1999 and 2002, some
soums had mortality rates higher than 18 percent, while others were barely affected with
mortality rates under 5 percent (Mahul and Skees, 2007). The LRI payments are based on the
livestock mortality rate of each species at soum level. In the pilot project the threshold (strike)
was set at 7 percent and the limit at 25 or 30 percent (Mahul and Skees, 2007). After the pilot
phase ended, strike and cap were adjusted and fixed to 6 and 30 percent. Each policyholder
has to pay a premium, which is the price of the insurance calculated by multiplying the amount
of insurance coverage by the premium rate. The premium rate differs across Mongolia. On the
one hand the premium rate is different for each species and on the other hand the premium
rate is set on aimag level. This differentiation takes the nationwide varieties of livestock
mortality into account and guarantees a premium rate adjusted to the local environment. The
insurance pays out when the livestock mortality rate exceeds the threshold.
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The herders have several opportunities to customize LRI to their individual needs. For each of
the five most common species they can decide whether to insure, e.g. a herder has the
possibility to only insure his goats but not his horses. Furthermore, the herder can select how
much of the species’ value the herder wants to insure, ranging from 1 to 100 percent. The
value is calculated by the number of animals the herder owns multiplied by the average value
at the local market. The following example shows the insurance mechanism: Assume a herder
in Davst, a soum in Uvs, wants to insure his 20 horses. The local market price of a horse in
Uvs is 320 000 Tugrug1 and the premium rate is 1.75 percent:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 20 × 320 000 𝑇𝑢𝑔𝑟𝑢𝑔 = 6 400 000 𝑇𝑢𝑔𝑟𝑢𝑔.
If the herder decides to insure his horses at 100 percent of value his insurance premium, is:
𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚

= 6 400 000 × 1.75% = 112 000 𝑇𝑢𝑔𝑟𝑢𝑔.

Mahul and Skees (2007) found that in the first sales period in 2006, the herders purchased 30
percent coverage on average. Thus, for 30 percent coverage the premium is:
𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚

= (6 400 000 × 30%) × 1.75% = 33 600 𝑇𝑢𝑔𝑟𝑢𝑔.

Suppose the horse mortality rate in this soum is 13 percent. The index exceeded the threshold
of 6 percent, thus the herder receives a payout. First the payment rate needs to be calculated
by subtracting the actual horse mortality from the threshold:
𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑒 = 13% − 6% = 7 %.
Finally, the herder receives:
𝐿𝑅𝐼 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

= 7% × (6 400 000 × 30%) = 134 400.

Consequently, if the herder purchased 100 percent coverage, he would receive:
𝐿𝑅𝐼 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

4.2

= 7% × 6 400 000 = 448 000.

Marketing and sales strategy

The pilot program took place in three aimags and the first sales started in April 2006. One of
the main problems identified by the implementation team was the lack of knowledge about
index-based insurances among herders (Mahul and Skees, 2007). Thus, Project
Implementation Unit conducted focus groups discussions with herders in the pilot aimags,

1

Exchange rate (12.06.2014): 1 Euro (EUR) = 2 473 Tugrug
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where index-based insurance were discussed and explained. Additionally, they used
comprehensive informative advertising and education campaigns to increase public
awareness, including TV and radio ads, face-to-face training and public events. Starting in
2006 the Mongolian Ministry of Finance assigned a local NGO, Coconet, to conduct an annual
field monitoring to evaluate the activities during the project. The consultants met 258
households in 2006, after the sales period was over, to discuss LRIP. In 2006, 48 percent of
the herders stated they do not know any LRI product (AFBM, 2006). However, during the pilot
phase the awareness increased constantly and in 2009 93.8 percent of the respondents
claimed to know LRIP (AFBM, 2009). In the aimags where LRIP was launched after the pilot
period ended in 2009, the awareness reached 82 percent in the latest report (AFBM, 2012).
This numbers suggest that most herders in the three pilot aimags and the aimags added in
2009 have at least heard about the project, thus the marketing activities were successful.
Nevertheless, it is very difficult to draw inferences about the understanding of LRIP by the
herders using the annual reports.
From the onset, the livestock insurance was supposed to be a market-based product. Thus,
the sales process is carried out by private insurance companies. The sales period starts in
April and ends in June. The herders receive their payouts between January and March,
however, if policyholder experience major losses after March in August and September they
receive a second payout. Up-to-date there are seven insurance companies operating in
Mongolia. Due to the fact that the domestic insurance market was immature and
undercapitalized, the Government of Mongolia decided to establish a Livestock Insurance
Indemnity Pool (LIIP) (Mahul and Skees, 2007). The pool is administered by the Project
Implementation Unit and allows the insurance companies to deposit the herders’ premiums
into the fund. The indemnities are paid by the pool and the leftovers are distributed among the
companies, taking into consideration their contribution (Goodland and Luxbacher, 2010). The
basic objective of this mechanism is to eliminate default risks of the private companies and
make sure the herders receive their indemnity due.
The insurance companies faced several problems, which made the sale process challenging.
From the beginning they had problems finding appropriate agents and, especially in the first
years, the agents lacked knowledge and experience (AFBM, 2006; AFBM, 2009). However,
large shares of the insurance agents are herders themselves and do insurance sales as a side
job. A very important role in the sales process plays the bag governor (bag is the smallest
administration unit). A bag governor is comparable to a mayor of a small village, they know
everybody, are often popular and considered trustworthy. Moreover, the bag governor is often
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the only person who knows where the herding household is located. Therefore, they often
accompany the insurance agent during their visits.
From beginning on, a major problem was that herders had to pay the insurance in cash
(AFBM, 2006). However, the herders often do not possess cash, since they mostly exchange
goods. Additionally, the agents had to cover a large geographical area and due to a lack of
vehicles and high fuel costs it was impossible to reach all needing households (AFBM, 2012).
Furthermore, the competition between the insurance companies led some agents delivering
wrong information to herders about companies’ representatives (AFBM, 2007).
Despite these problems, the sales increased constantly over the years. In the first season,
2222 policies were sold, which represents 7.81 percent of the herders. In the last year of the
pilot phase the sales increased to 11.32 percent. Even more interesting is the fact that the
insurance premium paid by the herders increased in the same period from 8.4 million Tugrug
to 131 million Tugrug, an increase of more than 1000 percent. This indicates that not only did
more herders purchase the insurance but also that they insured a larger amount of their
livestock (Goodland and Luxbacher, 2010). After the extension to 9 aimags (middle stage
added aimags) in season 2010/2011 almost 7000 households purchased the insurance, which
represents 10.5 percent of all herders. Again, the insurance premium paid, increased
compared to the prior season disproportional to 416 million Tugrug. These findings point to the
conclusion that the households choose small coverage in the beginning, but that they increase
their coverage with increasing experience. This hypothesis is supported by the insurance takeup rates on aimag level. In two out of three pilot aimags the take-up rate in 2013 is 27 and
33.3 percent (AFBM, 2012). Furthermore, the middle stage added aimags show also a higher
take-up rate compared to the latest added aimags (added after season 2010/2011). See
Figure 1 for a map of Mongolia with the exact time of insurance introduction.

5 Data and Variables
5.1

The Survey

The present analysis builds on a cross-sectional data set collected by the German Institute of
Economic Research (DIW) in cooperation with the National Statistical Office of Mongolia
(NSO). As part of the project Coping with shocks in Mongolia the data is collected in three
panel waves, ongoing between 2012 and 2015. Each round of data is collected over a whole
year. By this procedure it is ensured that seasonal effects are accounted for. The first round
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started in June 2012 and was finished in May 2013. The data from that round provides the
basis for the analysis.
The survey is conducted in three aimags of Western Mongolia, namely Govi-Altai, Uvs and
Zavkhan. The sample is designed using a stratified sampling and, therefore, is representative
for the population in western Mongolia. Overall, about 1770 households were interviewed of
which approximately 50 percent are considered as rural. Around 1050 households are herders.
The questionnaire includes questions on the demographic characteristics of each household
member, climate-related question and questions about risk management strategies applied by
the households, including question about LRI.

5.2

Variables

This section provides an overview of the variables used in the analysis. Besides the basic
variables, like age and sex of head of household or household seize, some variables were
constructed and, therefore, need explanation. All variables and their mean values, standard
deviation, minimum and maximum are displayed in Table 1. Overall, the sample consists of
1035 households, however, not all households are included in the regressions due to missing
values. There is an important difference between the three aimags. In Uvs LRI was introduced
in 2006, while in Govi-Altai and Zavkahn LRI has been available since 2010. This is reflected
in different take-up rates. In Uvs around 24 percent purchased LRI, whereas in the remainder
only 10 percent purchased insurance. The take-up rate over all three aimags is 15 percent.
Several measurements for the wealth of the households are used in the analysis. These
measurements are divided into two categories, livestock-related wealth and asset-related
wealth. The variable livestock captures the total herd size of the household and can be seen
as equivalent to landholdings, which is used in other studies for farming households. To
account for the different values of the animals, bod units are applied. This widely used method
defines one bod unit as reference and each species is weighted proportionally. In this case
one bod unit is equal to one horse, or one cattle. The remainder is weighted the following way:
1 bod unit is worth 0.67 camels, 6 sheep and 8 goats. Hence, the variable BOD is the
weighted value of the livestock.
Two different ways to measure assets are employed. The questionnaire records ownership of
30 durables, including home appliances, furniture, electronic goods and means of
transportation. Households are asked whether they possess each good and to estimate the
current value of each durable. However, the values reported by the households are revised. To
correct for unrealistic high and low data, such as the case of one household that reported a
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refrigerator worth $ 2000, the values above the 95th percentile are set to the 90th percentile.
The same approach is used for the values below the 5th percentile; these values are set to the
10th percentile. The second asset measurement is derived from the principal component
analysis, which also controls for the potentially measurement errors. The principal component
analysis weights the durables based on their distribution among the households and creates
an asset index. An asset owned by almost every household is weighted less than a durable
owned by only very few households (Kumaranayake and Vyas, 2006). Hence, owning a TV is
weighted less than owning a car, since over 90 percent of the households own a TV but only
27 percent own a car.
Households have to pay the insurance in cash. However, the availability of cash is not
necessarily captured by wealth, since many herding households produce a large share of their
consumption needs. Therefore, a variable income is constructed, which is the sum of the
income generated through livestock and byproduct sales and income through employment.
Both are measured in Tugrug. Based on income, the exact share of income from herding out
of total income is calculated. This variable provides information on the dependence of the
household on the herding income.

6 Estimation Strategy
6.1

Equations

This thesis uses three different probit models to test the prior stated hypotheses. To measure
the influence of wealth on the probability of insurance take-up the following model is estimated:

(𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1|

𝑇) = (

∑

𝑇

)

with 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 as dependent variable, which is equal to 1 if the household purchased the
index-based insurance and zero otherwise.

is a vector which controls for the individual

characteristics of the head of household and
household. The vector

controls for the education of the head of

controls at the household level for different characteristics. In

vector 𝑇 the expectations of the upcoming winter are summarized. Finally, in Wi the three
different measurements of wealth are employed. The logarithm of assets measures the value
of assets owned by the household and is used as proxy for wealth. The principal component
score is employed as well. Additionally, a dummy variable is used, which is equal to 1 if the
household is above the median of assets. To test whether there is an inverted U-shape
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relationship between wealth and insurance take-up, the equation is estimated again with the
squared wealth variables. The sum of

controls for the month in which the interview with the

household took place by including a dummy variable which is equal to one if the interview took place in
the month and zero otherwise.

Based on the hypotheses that the better off herders are more likely to purchase insurance,
one would expect that assets and the asset index have positive signs. Furthermore, the
dummy variable for households above the median of assets is expected to have a large
influence on the probability of insurance take-up, since several studies pointed out, that
especially very poor households are not among the buyers of insurance. Additionally, having
more valuable livestock should increase the probability of insurance purchase. Therefore,
BOD should have a positive sign as well. According to the hypotheses, insurance first
increases with wealth but then decreases with highest take-up at intermediate levels of wealth.
Hence, the squared wealth terms should have a negative sign.
The second model is used to estimate the influence of education on the probability to
purchase insurance. The following model is estimated:

(𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1|

𝑇) = (

∑

𝑇

)

with 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 as the dependent variable, which is equal to 1 if the household purchased the
index-based insurance and zero otherwise. Most of the vectors contain the same variables as
in the first model, hence, variables about the characteristics of the head of household ( ) and
characteristics at household level ( ) are included again. Instead of different measurements
for wealth only the asset index is applied (

). In

several different measurements for the

level of education are applied. One model is estimated by using the exact level of education of
the head of household. Moreover, the level of education is divided into 5 categories, which are
none for no education, primary education if the household attended school for five years. Basic
education is equal to nine years of schooling and secondary education sums households with
12 years of education. High education covers all heads of household who obtain a bachelor,
master or diploma. Again, a dummy variable is included which is equal to 1 if the head of
household has at least basic education. Finally, the years of schooling are included.
According to the hypothesis, basic education is more important than the exact level of
education. Therefore, one would expect the dummy for primary education to be positive.
Furthermore, the different categories of education should be positive, compared to none
education all categories should have a positive influence on the probability of insurance take22

up. In turn, the exact level of education should not have a significant different influence, hence,
it should not matter what exact level of education the head of household obtained, since the
head has at least received basic education. The years of schooling should be positive as well,
since more years of schooling means more education.
A third model is estimated to examine whether expectations on the upcoming winter or
negative experiences with dzuds in the past influence the decision to insure. Hence, the
following model is estimated:

(𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1|

𝑇) = (

∑

𝑇

)

with Insurancehh as the dependent variable and the same basic variables as in the other two
models are used. To test whether the decision to insure is driven by expectations on the
upcoming winter or negative experiences in the past four different variables are employed. In
𝑇 the four variables are summarized and each is tested in the model. Two variables are

employed to measure the households’ expectations. The first one captures the forecast on the
condition for the next winter on a scale from harsh (0) to mild (10) and the second one the
probability the household attaches to a dzud occurring in the following winter on a scale from
will be affected (0) to will not be affected (10). Two different variables are used to measure the
negative experience with dzuds in the past. One variable just measures if the household was
affected by the devastating dzud in 2009/10. Furthermore, the second variable captures the
severity of the 2009/10 dzud on a scale from extremely severe (0) to not severe (10).
According to the hypothesis, the households’ decision to insure should be based on
expectations. Therefore, the variables measuring the expectation on the upcoming winter
should be significant and have a negative sign. The more negative the expectations on the
upcoming winter, hence the smaller the variable, the more likely is the household to purchase
insurance. Consequently, the more certain the household is to be affected by a dzud the more
likely the household is to purchase insurance.

6.2

Endogeneity

Endogeneity exists when there is a correlation between an independent variable and the error
term. This correlation leads to a biased estimator, because the estimator is measuring not only
the direct influence of the independent variables on the dependent variable but also the
indirect influence of the error term on the dependent variable.
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The sample used for this thesis faces the problem of sample selectivity. That is, households
are not randomly assigned to the treatment and control group (Holmes, 2014). In the sampling
used, the households decide if they purchase index insurance or not without any
randomization applied at this stage. In a randomized experiment, one could have for example,
randomly undertaken marketing activities for index insurance for the households. Hence, there
would be a treatment group that received a certain marketing activity and a control group that
did not received the marketing activity. If such randomization is given one could ignore other
unobserved factors because both groups are likely to have the same distribution of the “other”
factors (Holmes, 2014). In this setting, it would be possible to estimate how the treatment, for
instance an education module on index-based insurances, influences the purchase decision.
In the sample used in this thesis the lack of randomization of treatment potentially leads to
self-selection. Therefore, there is the possibility that relevant independent variables, which are
driving the decision to insure, are omitted. In a model with omitted variables it is not possible to
draw causal inferences, because the estimator is biased by the indirect effect of the omitted
variables through the error term.
Since there is no possibility to post hoc implement a randomization, the results of this thesis
should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, the results can offer insight in the possible
barriers to insurance take-up.

7 Results
7.1

Descriptive Statistics

In Table 2 the weighted means are presented for the whole sample (1), non-buyers (2) and
buyers (3). The fourth column shows the results from a t-test on difference in means. The t-test
highlights that there are several significant differences between the group of buyers and nonbuyers. Whereas age of the head of household is not significantly different between the two
groups, that the share of male heads of households is larger among buyers seems to play an
important role, pointing towards a male dominance in buying the insurance Additionally, the
buyers have significantly larger households and the head is more often married. This may
point to the fact that the buyers are more established and stable households.
To prepare for the upcoming winter, many households produce hay during the summer to feed
their livestock during the winter. However, it seems that households do not consider LRI as a
substitute for the hay production. The t-test shows that policyholders produced hay
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significantly more often than non-buyers. This also supports the assumption that there is no
moral hazard accompanying index-based insurances. Even though the households purchased
insurance, they still prepare for the upcoming winter. The finding that the asset index for
buyers is significantly smaller compared to non-buyers is particularly noteworthy as it means
that on average the households who purchased insurance have fewer assets. However, the
significant positive difference of the weighted livestock between buyers and non-buyers (BOD)
is in line with the prediction that wealthier households, this time in terms of livestock, are more
likely to purchase insurance. The t-test shows no significant difference between the value of
assets. Moreover, there is no statistically significant difference in income or in the share of
income. Finally, the policyholders attached a higher probability to a dzud occurring than the
non-buyers. This could mean that the decision to purchase index-based insurance is driven by
the expectations of the upcoming winter or that the buyers are more risk averse.

7.2

Estimation Results

Table 3 presents the results of the first regression model in which each column uses a different
measurement of wealth. The first column presents the results on the logarithm of assets. In the
second column a dummy variable is used which is equal to one if the household has more
assets than the median household. Asset index is applied in the third column and in the fourth
the asset index and the square of the asset index is applied. In all models the regressions are
controlled for interview fixed effects. The data was collected over the whole year, hence, some
households were interviewed in the summer and others in the winter. Therefore, one can
expect a seasonal influence on the households’ responses. By controlling for this effect it is
ensured that the results are not driven by the month, in which the interview took place.
Additionally, the results of the regressions are weighted to take the stratified sampling design
into account. Hence, the results are representative for western Mongolia. Finally, the values
presented in Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 are marginal effects at the means of the
independent variables and their standard errors. Therefore, all interpretations of the variables
assuming that the other variables are hold to their means.
The assets similar to the dummy variable for household above the median of assets are
statistically significant in Table 3. Hence, there is no evidence that a higher value of assets is
increasing the probability to purchase insurance. However, the score of the asset index is
statistically significant at the 10 percent level, but despite the expectations the sign is negative.
Hence, a higher score, which is equal to more assets, decreases the likelihood to purchase
insurance by approximately 2 percent. Furthermore, the assumption that wealth has an
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inverted U-shape trend cannot be maintained, because the included square of the asset index
in the fourth column is statistically insignificant.
This could reflect the fact, that assets are an inadequate measurement of wealth in Mongolia.
Another possible explanation is, that better-off households regarding their assets as insurance
and, therefore, do not need to purchase index-based insurance. However, the coefficient for
BOD is statistically insignificant over all specifications as well. Thus, the value of livestock has
no influence on the probability of insurance take-up. These findings contradict to some point
the hypothesis that being better-off increases the probability to purchase insurance and are in
line with the t-test on difference in means, which presented the same result. There is no
evidence that having more assets or more valuable livestock increases the likelihood to
purchase insurance.
A possible explanation for these findings might be the results for the influence of income. The
income of the households, measured as income from employment and sales from livestock
and byproducts, is highly significant over all specifications. It seems that it is not important how
many assets or livestock the household owns, but how much income the household receives.
This might reflect a problem mentioned earlier. The households have to pay the insurance in
cash and as pointed out in the Annual Field Report (2006), the ability to pay the insurance in
cash seems to be a barrier for insurance take-up and reflects a major problem for many indexinsurance projects in developing countries. The households have to pay the premium before
they receive their yields from agriculture or from herding in the case of Mongolia which is
seasonal. This leads to the assumption that it is not wealth or livestock size that is influencing
the probability of insurance take-up but availability of cash is increasing the likelihood of
purchasing insurance.
There are several other variables that have a significant influence on the insurance take-up.
Results suggest that being male, married and having more years of experience in herding
significantly increases the probability to purchase insurance. For instance if the head is male
the probability of insurance purchase increases by over 9 percent and being married increases
the probability by almost 10 percent. This might be explained by the fact that married
households are cautious and usually the household has to provide for more people which in
turn means that the household depends strongly on success in herding activities. There is also
some evidence that the expectations about the upcoming winter are playing an important role
in the decision to insure. Households that are expecting to be affected by a dzud during the
next winter are significantly more likely to purchase insurance. There is no evidence that the
bag governor plays any role in the households’ decision to insure. Finally, the significant and
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positive coefficient for Uvs suggests that households in Uvs are significantly more likely to
purchase insurance. This reflects the fact that insurance is available for a longer time. This
could point towards the fact that households need time to get used to LRI.
Table 4 presents the results from the second model in which the influence of education on the
decision to insure is explored. In the first column all education levels are included with the
dummy variable for no education being left out. Hence, the coefficients measure the effect
compared to a head of household having no education. In the second column the different
categories of education are grouped into broader categories, whereby again the variable for
none education is left out. In the third column a dummy variable for basic education is used
which is equal to one if the head of household has at basic education or higher and zero
otherwise. The fourth column shows the result when the exact years of schooling are included.
The estimated coefficients of basic and secondary education in the first column show that
having basic or secondary education significantly increases the probability to purchase
insurance compared to having no education. Compared to household heads with no
education, the heads of households with basic and secondary education are 11 percent and
15 percent more likely to purchase insurance compared to household heads having no
education. However, the coefficient for having a diploma is significant as well and has an even
larger influence than the coefficients of basic education and secondary education, which to
some degree contradicts the hypothesis that the exact level of education does not have an
influence on insurance take-up. Household in which the head holds a diploma are 34 percent
more likely to purchase insurance than households in which the head has no education.
However, the coefficient for primary education is insignificant. The results suggest that at least
basic education is necessary for a proper understanding of index-based insurance. Some
evidence to support this inference can be found in the second column. Here, the estimated
coefficient for basic education is significant at the ten percent level and suggests that having
basic education increases the probability of insurance take-up by 7 percent compared to
households in which the head has no education. The results in the third and fourth column
enforce the finding that education has a significant influence on the decision to insure. The
variable for having at least primary education and the years of schooling are highly significant.
Each year of schooling increases the probability of insurance uptake by 1 percent. Having at
least basic education increases the probability of purchasing insurance by 6 percent. Overall,
the model supports the hypothesis that lack of education is an important barrier to insurance
take-up. However, there is some evidence that higher education is related with higher
probability of take-up.
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Table 5 presents the results from the third model. In this model varying variables for the
experiences with the dzud in 2009/10 and forecasts on the upcoming winter are applied. In the
first column the households’ expectation regarding the experience of a dzud in the upcoming
winter is used. The coefficient is significant and has a negative sign. Hence, the higher
probability the household attaches to a dzud occurring in the following winter the more likely
the household is to purchase insurance 2 . However, the effect is very small. A 10 percent
increase in the dzud forecast increases the probability to purchase by 1.2 percent. In contrast
the expectations on the upcoming winter have no significant influence on the probability of
insurance uptake. Each of the measurements for experience and severity of the 2009/10 dzud
seem to have no impact on the decision to insure. All three coefficients are statistically
insignificant. Therefore, the decision to insure seems to be driven by expectations of a dzud in
the future but not by negative experience with dzuds in the past.
The results seem to be quite robust. Over all three models and all specifications the significant
coefficients of the remaining control variables stay significant and the magnitude of the
variables is stable. Additionally, both models were estimated with different measures, for
instance with the number of livestock instead of BOD units. Results stay the same and there
are barely any changes in the magnitude of the coefficients.

8 Conclusion
This thesis focuses on index-based livestock insurance offered to herders in Mongolia. By
using cross-sectional household survey data the barriers to insurance take-up are examined.
Three different hypotheses on the determinants of insurance participation are tested. First, I
test how households’ wealth influences the decision to insure. Second, I examine if the
education level of the head of household has an influence on insurance participation. Third,
the influence of weather shocks in the past and expectations on the upcoming winter are
examined. Results reveal that contrary to expectations the wealth of household has no
influence on the probability of insurance uptake. Results are robust to different measures of
wealth, such as livestock measured in bod units, as asset index derived through principal
component analysis, and the value of assets owned by the household. Second, education of
the head of household has a significant influence on the decision to insure. Households with at
least basic education are more likely to purchase insurance. Higher levels of education are

2

This variables is measured on scale from „certain the household will be affected“ (0) to „certain the household
will not be affected“ (10).
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correlated with a larger likelihood of insurance participation. The decision to insure is driven by
expectations attached to the likelihood of a dzud in the upcoming winter, while in contrast
negative experience with dzuds in the past have no significant influence. This finding
contradicts the widespread belief that people in developing countries do not understand the
concept of index-based insurance. My analysis provides evidence that households in Mongolia
understand the value of insurance and choose insurance if they expect a dzud to occur and,
therefore, a payout is likely.
An interesting finding is that the annual income of the household increases the likelihood to
participate significantly. This finding could suggest that many households are liquidity
constrained and a major barrier to insurance uptake is the inability to raise funds for insurance
during the sales period. This is an important lesson that might have implications for similar
projects in other countries. The sales period is often simultaneous to the investment period.
That is the time when households restock their herds or purchase seeds for the upcoming
planting season. Therefore, the insurance competes for limited funds with investments in
production. This problem needs to be addressed in future projects. It is crucial, especially for
poor households, that the decision to insure is uncoupled from the decision to reinvest in
production. There are several scenarios conceivable, for instance the insurance could be
combined with a short-term loan for the insurance premia which is repaid either with part of the
insurance payout or after the yields are generated. Another possibility is to sell insurance to
groups of herders in combination with group saving. Each household would save a certain
amount per month and the accumulated savings would be used to purchase insurance. This
strategy is especially important in order for the insurance to penetrate the market. The take-up
rates in Mongolia show that the longer the insurance is available the higher the uptake. In the
former pilot aimag the take-up rate is significantly higher. Hence, the households seem to need
some time to get used to the new concept of insurance and patience is necessary, especially
in the first years of implementation.
The significance of education for insurance uptake has practical implications for the
implementation of insurance projects in developing countries. This thesis reveals that
households in which the head has no education or only primary education are less likely to
purchase insurance. The concept of index-based insurance is more complex than other
financial products, especially compared with credits. To properly understand the functioning of
index-based insurance, one needs a basic understanding of the concept of probability and
percentage calculation. This understanding matters most when the household does not
receive payout. It is crucial for a repurchase that the household does not feel tricked by the
insurance company. Therefore, it needs to be ensured that less educated households receive
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sufficient education to be in a position to understand the benefits and possible outcomes of an
insurance purchase. However, studies from other countries have shown that short education
modules have no significant influence on insurance uptake. Nonetheless, the lack of
understanding has to be addressed in future projects. Households with basic education do not
need an education module, however, households with low education should receive some
information. Hence, a comprehensive education module should be offered to the less
educated households. For the remainder of households it seems to be sufficient to introduce
the insurance in marketing campaigns.
Households in Mongolia seem to decide whether they purchase insurance based on their
expectation of a dzud occuring in the upcoming winter. On the one side this is a rational
decision, since the decision to insure depends on the expected payout. However, a dzud is
very difficult to predict. Even with the use of modern weather forecasts it is hardly possible to
predict the conditions during the winter. In the face of climate change predictions are even
more complex since the frequency of extreme weather has steadily increased over the recent
decade. This fact applies for many climate zones over the world. Therefore, the objective
should be to insure as many households as possible and to establish this kind of insurance as
basic insurance for households which are exposed to great weather risk. Again, the increasing
uptake over the years in Mongolia is promising.
The number of index-based insurance projects is increasing constantly world-wide. It is crucial
to independently evaluate these projects in order to reveal weaknesses and maintain the
process of learning. However, future research should not only focus on the determinants of
insurance uptake but also evaluate the effects of using microinsurance on the economic
situation of households over long term. There is still little research to date estimating these
effects. In the course of the introduction of microcredits such evaluation were often done too
late, a mistake that should not be repeated in the case of microinsurance.
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Figures and Tables
Fig. 1: Map of Mongolia showing the years of LRI introduction

Figure 1 Source: Author

Table 1: Summary statistics
Variables

Description

Mean

SD

Minimum

Maximum

Obs.

Male

Head is male

0.886

0.318

0

1

1035

Age

Age of head

43.707

13.204

19

87

1035

Head is married

0.934

0.248

0

1

1035

Parents were herder

0.948

0.221

0

1

1035

Years since the head is herder

18.327

12.519

0

62

1035

Persons in household

3.970

1.588

1

10

1035

Household produced hay during the
summer

0.563

0.496

0

1

1035

Rural

Household is located in rural area

0.732

0.443

0

1

1035

Relation governor

Relationship to bag governor from
not at all (1) to very well (5)

4.241

0.938

1

5

1035

Head of household characteristics:

Married
Parent herders
Experience
Household characteristics:
Household seize
Hay produced
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Table 1: Summary statistics (continued)

Income
Share of income

Mean

SD

Minimum

Maximum

Obs.

5375.125

20957.060

0

532220

1034

0.789

0.358

0

1

1026

3359.329

3803.041

85

34620

1035

0.460

0.499

0

1

1035

-1.484

1.883

4.054156

6.033293

1035

Livestock weighted on the bod scale

44.940

43.162

1

644.883

1035

Number of livestock

206.650

199.980

2

1613

1035

6.741

2.632

0

10

1035

6.617

2.431

0

10

1035

0.872

0.334

0

1

969

3.001

2.576

0

10

851

0.446

0.227

0

1

851

Household is located in Uvs

0.351

0.478

0

1

1035

Household located in Zavkhan

0.346

0.476

0

1

1035

Household located in Govi-Altai

0.303

0.460

0

1

1035

0.109

0.312

0

1

992

0.261

0.440

0

1

992

0

1

992

Total annual income of the
household
Share of herding income on the total
income

Wealth:
Assets
Median of assets
Asset Index
BOD
Herd seize

Summed up value of assets
Households having more assets than
the median household
Principal component analysis of
assets

Dzud experience and expectations:
Likelihood of being affected by a
Forecast dzud
dzud in the next winter
Expectations on the conditions in the
Forecast Winter
next winter
Experienced dzud
Severity of dzud
Losses dzud

Experience of the dzud 2009/10
Severity of the 2009/10 dzud. From
extremely severe (0) to not severe
(10)
Percentage of Livestock losses during
the dzud 2009/10

Provinces:
Uvs
Zavkhan
Govi-Altai
Education categories:
Education None
Education Primary
Education Basic
Education
Secondary
Education High

Heads of Households with no
education
Heads of Household with primary
education
Heads of household with basic
education
Heads of household with secondary
education
Heads of household with diploma,
bachelor and master or higher
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0.348

0.477

0.230

0.421

0

1

992

0.051

0.220

0

1

992

Table 1: Summary statistics (continued)
Education:
None
Primary
Basic
Secondary
Vocational
Specialized
Secondary
Diploma
Bachelor
Master and higher

Head of household received no
education
Head of household received primary
education
Head of household received basic
education
Head of household received
secondary education
Head of household received
vocational education
Head of household received
specialized secondary education
Head of household obtained a
diploma
Head of household obtained a
bachelor
Head of household obtained a
master or higher

Percentage

Frequency

9.270

92.000

25.500

253.000

33.370

331.000

18.350

182.000

3.430

34.000

4.130

41.000

1.610

16.000

3.630

36.000

0.710

7.000

Table 2: T-test on differences in mean
(1)
Variables

All

(2)
NonBuyers

(3)

(4)

Buyers

Difference

Age

43,815
(13.123)

43.90
(0.533)

43.42
(1.128)

-0.48

Male

0.884
-0.32

0.870
(0.0160)

0.956
(0.0206)

0.086***

Household seize

3.988
(1.586)

3.902
(0.0762)

4.404
(0.167)

0.502**

Married

0.934
(0.249)

0.923
(0.0131)

0.987
(0.00873)

0.064***

Hay produced

0.559
(0.497)

0.532
(0.0274)

0.692
(0.0597)

0.16**

Experience

18.42
(12.449)

18.33
(0.471)

18.88
(1.040)

0.55

BOD

43.96
(40.501)

41.44
(1.962)

56.20
(6.617)

14.76**
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Table 2: T-test on differences in mean (continued)
(1)

3,361
(3809.962)

(2)
NonBuyers
3,369
(144.4)

(3)

(4)

Buyers

Difference

3,321
(365.9)

-48

-1.482
(1.888)

-1.423
(0.0827)

-1.772
(0.146)

-0.349**

5,430
(21057.63)

4,583
(208.7)

9,548
(5,447)

4965

Share of income

0.789
(0.358)

0.783
(0.0174)

0.819
(0.0336)

0.036

Forecast dzud

6.771
(2.599)

6.938
(0.131)

5.964
(0.336)

-0.974**

Relation governor

4.254
(0.925)

4.257
(0.0484)

4.240
(0.0789)

-0.017

Variables
Assets

All

Asset Index

Income

Observations

1,026
875
151
Notes: Standard deviation in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
All observations are weighted to take the stratified sampling design into account.

Table 3:
Dependent variable:
Insurance

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Head of household characteristics:
Male

0.0974***
(0.0254)

0.0923***
(0.0262)

0.0957***
(0.0258)

0.0927***
(0.0258)

Age

-0.00188
(0.00213)

-0.00163
(0.00220)

-0.00179
(0.00214)

-0.00161
(0.00219)

Married

0.101***
(0.0284)

0.0972***
(0.0298)

0.101***
(0.0285)

0.0974***
(0.0298)

Parent herders

-0.0596
(0.0756)

-0.0612
(0.0758)

-0.0564
(0.0750)

-0.0616
(0.0758)

Experience

0.00353*
(0.00209)

0.00343
(0.00209)

0.00354*
(0.00211)

0.00342
(0.00209)

0.000299
(0.00799)

-0.000475
(0.00826)

0.000525
(0.00796)

Household characteristics:
Household size

0.000492
(0.00824)
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Table 3 (continued):
Dependent variable:
Insurance

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Hay produced

0.0321
(0.0287)

0.0298
(0.0283)

0.0292
(0.0287)

0.0306
(0.0282)

Rural

0.0256
(0.0415)

-0.0213
(0.0591)

0.0281
(0.0411)

-0.0231
(0.0592)

Relation Governor

0.000933
(0.0123)

3.30e-06
(0.0124)

0.00170
(0.0124)

9.04e-05
(0.0124)

Income (log)

0.0459***
(0.0174)

0.0465***
(0.0171)

0.0437**
(0.0169)

0.0463***
(0.0172)

0.104
(0.0642)

0.0816
(0.0647)

0.103
(0.0641)

0.0824
(0.0649)

0.0610***
(0.0219)

0.0604***
(0.0215)

0.0597***
(0.0218)

0.0605***
(0.0215)

-0.0127**
(0.00514)

-0.0130**
(0.00508)

-0.0130**
(0.00514)

-0.0131**
(0.00503)

Uvs

0.141***
(0.0512)

0.132**
(0.0512)

0.141***
(0.0516)

0.130***
(0.0500)

Zavkhan

0.0434
(0.0460)

0.0389
(0.0451)

0.0438
(0.0460)

0.0381
(0.0444)

0.000160
(0.000516)

0.000136
(0.000508)

0.000112
(0.000512)

0.000151
(0.000509)

-0.0211*
(0.0112)

-0.0205*
(0.0117)

Share of income
Education:
Primary Education

Dzud experience and expectations:
Forecast dzud
Provinces:

Wealth:
BOD

Assets (log)

-0.0212
(0.0144)

Assets (median)

-0.0311
(0.0272)

Asset Index
Asset Index

2

0.000808
(0.00267)

Observations
1,026
1,026
1,026
1,026
FE Interview Month
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.***=p<0.01 **=p<0.05 *= p<0.1. Regression results are
weighted to take the stratified sampling design into account. All values are marginal effects at means.
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Table 4:
Dependent variable:
Insurance

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Head of household characteristics:
Male

0.0863***
(0.0255)

0.0864***
(0.0285)

0.0923***
(0.0262)

0.0869***
(0.0270)

Age

-0.00176
(0.00223)

-0.00176
(0.00232)

-0.00163
(0.00220)

-0.00188
(0.00223)

Married

0.0942***
(0.0307)

0.0954***
(0.0323)

0.0972***
(0.0298)

0.0947***
(0.0307)

Parent herders

-0.0670
(0.0773)

-0.0635
(0.0774)

-0.0612
(0.0758)

-0.0562
(0.0739)

Experience

0.00351*
(0.00211)

0.00349
(0.00213)

0.00343
(0.00209)

0.00363*
(0.00211)

Head of household characteristics:
Hay produced

0.0302
(0.0273)

0.0305
(0.0288)

0.0298
(0.0283)

0.0306
(0.0279)

Household size

8.10e-05
(0.00813)

-0.00125
(0.00804)

0.000299
(0.00799)

0.00101
(0.00802)

Rural

-0.0138
(0.0568)

-0.0181
(0.0597)

-0.0213
(0.0591)

-0.0194
(0.0589)

Relation Governor

-0.00101
(0.0126)

-0.00204
(0.0124)

3.30e-06
(0.0124)

-0.000480
(0.0125)

0.0449***
(0.0162)

0.0480***
(0.0174)

0.0465***
(0.0171)

0.0464***
(0.0165)

0.0782
(0.0640)

0.0871
(0.0692)

0.0816
(0.0647)

0.0895
(0.0637)

0.000123
(0.000496)

0.000127
(0.000518)

0.000136
(0.000508)

0.000113
(0.000504)

-0.0215*
(0.0110)

-0.0212*
(0.0111)

-0.0211*
(0.0112)

-0.0223**
(0.0112)

-0.0123**
(0.00503)

-0.0135**
(0.00521)

-0.0130**
(0.00508)

-0.0130**
(0.00510)

0.134***
(0.0506)

0.130**
(0.0503)

0.132**
(0.0512)

0.131**
(0.0512)

Income (log)

Share of income
Wealth:
BOD

Asset Index

Dzud experience and expectations:
Forecast dzud
Provinces:
Uvs
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Table 4 (continued):
Dependent variable:
Insurance
Zavkhan

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.0419
(0.0449)

0.0324
(0.0454)

0.0389
(0.0451)

0.0400
(0.0449)

Education:
Primary edu.

0.0616
(0.0489)

Basic edu.

0.111**
(0.0495)

Second edu.

0.155**
(0.0663)

Vocational edu.

0.0320
(0.0963)

Specialized edu.

0.0603
(0.0796)

Diploma

0.344**
(0.168)

Bachelor

0.0585
(0.119)

Master

0.318
(0.307)

Edu. primary

0.0333
(0.0424)

Edu. basic

0.0751*
(0.0415)

Edu. secondary

0.0688
(0.0467)

Edu. High

-0.00719
(0.00883)

Primary edu.

0.0604***
(0.0215)

Years of schooling

0.00921***
(0.00291)

Observations
1,026
1,013
1,026
1,026
FE Interview Month
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. ***=p<0.01, **=p<0.05, *= p<0.1. Regression results are
weighted to take the stratified sampling design into account. All values are marginal effects at
means.
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Table 5:
Dependent variable:
Insurance

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Head of household characteristics:
Male

0.0817***
(0.0289)

0.0868***
(0.0303)

0.104***
(0.0286)

0.0854***
(0.0288)

0.104***
(0.0285)

Age

-0.00173
(0.00213)

-0.00143
(0.00210)

-0.00293
(0.00193)

-0.00193
(0.00215)

-0.00294
(0.00194)

Married

0.0911***
(0.0335)

0.0910**
(0.0355)

0.102***
(0.0364)

0.0938***
(0.0331)

0.102***
(0.0366)

Parents herder

-0.0607
(0.0789)

-0.0800
(0.0808)

-0.0334
(0.0661)

-0.0769
(0.0797)

-0.0348
(0.0662)

Experience

0.00324
(0.00201)

0.00327
(0.00212)

0.00432**
(0.00199)

0.00344*
(0.00204)

0.00429**
(0.00199)

Household characteristics:
Household seize

0.00200
(0.00795)

0.00166
(0.00804)

0.000305
(0.00914)

0.00190
(0.00800)

-0.000111
(0.00929)

Hay produced

0.0254
(0.0291)

0.0445
(0.0282)

0.0439
(0.0322)

0.0226
(0.0297)

0.0441
(0.0318)

Rural

-0.00772
(0.0594)

0.000142
(0.0585)

-0.0501
(0.0706)

0.00168
(0.0581)

-0.0503
(0.0706)

Relation Governor

-0.00155
(0.0127)

-0.00593
(0.0131)

-0.0142
(0.0141)

-0.00185
(0.0129)

-0.0140
(0.0140)

Income (log)

0.0328**
(0.0131)

0.0324**
(0.0134)

0.0271*
(0.0151)

0.0312**
(0.0132)

0.0273*
(0.0152)

0.0725***
(0.0257)

0.0693**
(0.0291)

0.0612*
(0.0333)

0.0744***
(0.0258)

0.0609*
(0.0343)

BOD

0.000457
(0.000402)

0.000422
(0.000418)

0.000554
(0.000424)

0.000425
(0.000407)

0.000619
(0.000439)

Asset Index

-0.0230**
(0.0109)

-0.0199*
(0.0109)

-0.0229*
(0.0133)

-0.0230**
(0.0106)

-0.0230*
(0.0134)

Uvs

0.123**
(0.0508)

0.127**
(0.0523)

0.133**
(0.0563)

0.123**
(0.0511)

0.137**
(0.0562)

Zavkhan

0.0262
(0.0429)

-0.0107
(0.0391)

-0.00473
(0.0428)

0.0118
(0.0417)

-0.00428
(0.0417)

Education:
Primary Education
Wealth:

Provinces:
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Table 5 (continued):
Dependent variable:
(1)
Insurance
Dzud experience and expectations:
Forecast dzud

Forecast winter

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-0.0127**
(0.00521)
-0.00998
(0.00620)

Experience dzud

-0.0152
(0.0410)

Severity dzud

-0.000624
(0.00594)

Losses dzud

0.0474
(0.0640)

1,026
965
849
1,026
Observations
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
FE Interview Month
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.***=p<0.01 **=p<0.05 *= p<0.1. Regression results are weighted to
take the stratified sampling design into account. All values are marginal effects at means.
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849
Yes

